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Reinventing the body-self: Intense, gendered and heightened sensorial 

experiences of women's boxing embodiment 

 

“How do you do that?” Ricky asks looking down at my feet in confusion and 

admiration as I skip.  I smile and continue to dance artfully in time with the music 

from the radio and tightly over the ropes leaving little room for the rope to squeeze 

through.  I feel different now, I have a stronger sense of self, I feel more rhythmic, I 

feel lighter, my senses feel heightened and training feels more intense; competition 

does that. 

He walks away shaking his head in disbelief and returns to his own spot 

attempting to skip again to warm up before another session to prepare us all for a 

boxing fight night.  I notice one guy hitting the bag with his top off.  I flinch slightly 

as I see painful deep pink marks on his back; scars.  I’m reminded by my markers on 

my back; my two tattoos I had inked into me symbolising epiphanies in my life.  As 

he turns, I see his orange plastic ‘prison’ beads dangle down the front of his chest that 

sway out of rhythm with his aggressive bodily movements.  Tuning in to my 

instinctive nature, I wonder just how safe I am here; the only woman preparing for 

this fight with 35 other men in 7 weeks time. 

 “Raight, we ‘ave a running challenge for those of yoo ooo want to push 

yourselves”.  Quickly, amidst the groans from the blokes, I wonder whether I’ll 

manage that after a long day at work; I still feel I need to prove myself.  My body still 

feels warm after the gym session earlier so I’m sure I’ll manage.  I start prepping 

myself mentally and physically loosening up. 

“So ooo wants te do dat? Those of yoo ooo want to challenge yourselves stand 

‘ere”.  8 others and me ‘step up’. 

I push myself outdoors on the run inhaling the chilly air and breathing heavily.  

There is an element of fear in me as I run amidst a group of big burly blokes in the 

dark.  I focus on my breathing, my rhythmic strides and stepping up the speed; dark 

trepidation drives me to keep up. 

“Good run” a bloke says to me as I finish strong. 

“Cheers” I pant, feeling breathlessness of fear. 

Back in the gym, the other guys fill a room full of sweaty flesh and steam 

floats up from their searing skin lingering on the hanging boxing bags that are 

glistening from the wetness of the shared condensation dripping off the white concrete 



walls.  Pictures of old fights fill the hallways and the boxing rooms with fighters 

standing in fighting poses ‘looking tough’ and ‘mean’.  I find some spare gloves to 

put on; the potent stale smell of bittersweet sweat seeps from the cold, damp gloves.  

My own sweat merges with the cool stale intoxicating odour and soon… I just smell 

boxing.  We partner up and as Rich walks around checking our technique he looks 

over at my partner and me.  

 “I wouldn’t want to get in fight with you!” he says pointing at me, “You gotit 

perfect”.  Subtly, I give him a slight nod and continue to focus on my technique. 

When I leave, I feel strangely confident and calm.  I feel my upper body has 

become more toned and muscles in my arms are more noticeable.  But I’ve been 

careful (I hope) not to let this narrowly define me as I have other things in my life, 

like being a mother, an academic.  Nonetheless, I feel that there is something missing 

without my ‘athletic self’ in action.  Ever since I stopped competing in Martial Arts, 

stopped it being my life, I’ve experienced a loss of a strong sense of me, like a 

splintering of selves; I used to ‘eat, breathe, sleep’ Martial Arts.  But I never thought 

I’d venture into this sort of sport again; I thought I’d ‘thrown in the towel’ after I had 

an epiphany that happened so clearly during my pregnancy.  It felt like time slowed 

down, but it was also like a mask was being ripped off; a mask that I’d developed to 

protect me from the realities that had been creeping up behind me and that I now 

faced in a foreign land.  Suddenly, I felt that I’d woken up; there was light, there was 

clarity, there was a ‘new me’ stunned by where I found myself. 

With the birth of my baby came a re-birth of my life too.  I felt free.  But 

through these realisations, whilst part of me was developing a whole new progressive 

identity of becoming a mother, another part of me was starting to crumble, my sense 

of self that I thought I valued was shattering in distress and the present became 

fragmented and chaotic.  My life was turned upside down and continuing with Martial 

Arts was not a part of it; I went through the process of retracing my old steps to 

significant ‘turning points’ in my life.  I wanted to forget my ‘old life’ and my ‘old 

self’ and become someone new.  So then, at 25yrs of age, I started on a new path; 9 

years ago I started the grueling task of building a new life and reconstructing a new 

sense of self.  I think of my newly forming sensuous self, which will never now be 

complete as I continue to put my ‘new me’ to numerous ‘tests of experience’. 



By the time I get to this point in time, it dawns on me that this boxing match is 

about subjecting my newly reconstructed self to an ultimate ‘test of experience’ to 

become more unified.  I can’t give up now. 

 

* * * * * * * 

 

 Athens (1995) describes this ‘dramatic self-change’ that I experienced, as an 

arduous, painful, and long process towards ‘adaptation’ (c.f. Bury, 1982).  During 

initial stages, people undergo a dramatic experience that may spring from a variety of 

sources, including sudden social mobility (either upward or downward), extreme 

psychological trauma, or the repeated failure to achieve some life-long goal 

(Shibutani, 1961).  “By its very nature, dramatic self-change is only retrospectively, if 

at all, recognised” (Denzin 1989: 129-130).  This could be due to the very nature of 

the way people experiencing initial stages feel so vulnerable and disordered in their 

worlds (Athens, 1995).  In the provisionality stage, they desperately struggle to form a 

newly unified self to replace the old fragmented ones (Athens, 1995).  If they are able, 

and they move into the praxis stage, they must then draw courage to subject their 

newly unified selves to the test of experience (Athens, 1995).  Such transformations 

are similar to Frank’s (1995) Quest narrative subtype: Quest automythology.  These 

particular narratives involve fundamental shifts in identity and are characterised by 

individual transformation, self-reinvention, and metaphorical rebirth normally 

following a trauma (Frank, 1995). 

Women’s boxing enables such radical reinvention which can be traced back to 

1720s where female pugilists fought in bare-knuckle prizefights in London (Gammel, 

2012; Hagreaves, 1997; Lennox, 2012) and offers a ‘test of experience’ for newly 

unified selves.  As Wacquant (1995) notes, boxing is not just a mere activity, but 

necessitates a reinvention of the self.  Gammel (2012) also highlights the way 

modernist women employed boxing to signal a radical break with the past or 

reinvention of self.  As Gammel (2012: 375) acknowledges the Amelia Jones’ 

description of the woman’s boxing body as “the theatrical stage for the emergent self, 

one that is involved in integrating multiple, even agonistic, selves, with fascinating 

tensions inscribed on the female body” where the female athlete simultaneously 

“mirrors, resists, and overwrites identity”.  Female pugilists also report enjoyment of 

engaging with the sport of boxing including the intense competition, training intensity 



in preparation for competition, weight loss/management, the adrenaline rush, mental 

strength, the thrill of performing in front of a crowd, the love of the sport, and the 

development of skill (Halbert, 1997; Paradis, 2012).  Furthermore, Gammel (2012: 

375) notes, “boxing cultivates a sensuous self by sharpening awareness of all senses”. 

Fulton (2011), Gammel (2012), Lafferty and McKay (2004), Matthews 

(2014), Paradis (2012), Sugden (1987), Sugden (1997) and Woodward (2006) adopt 

various theoretical lenses through which to address gender and boxing, however the 

“hard-contact, bloodying, bruising, sensory dimensions of boxing also strongly 

emerge” (Allen-Collinson and Owton, 2014).  Wacquant’s (1995: 489) boxers in his 

research point out that those “on the outsi’ lookin’ in” think that it’s about violence 

but they do not know what boxing is about because “they lookin’ at it from a spectator 

point of view”.  These views seem to be even more anxious when thinking about 

“muscular women hitting one another in the head, shedding blood and getting 

knocked out” (Paradis, 2014: 1).  Through auoethnography, I respond to the call from 

Sparkes (2009) for more ‘fleshy’ and ‘carnal’ perspectives of sporting embodiment 

and specifically on boxing embodiment, building on work (e.g. Allen-Collinson and 

Owton, 2014; Wacquant, 2004) to explore the reinvention of the sensuous body-self 

through the education of intense sensorial practice and artfulness of boxing. 

Autoethnography and the phenomenology of the body 

To address a lack of autoethnographic research on women’s boxing (with the 

exception of Allen-Collinson and Owton, 2014; McNaughton, 2012), I take a 

phenomenologically-inspired approach which requires the study of the lived body; 

attempting “to bring the body back in” (Allen-Collinson, 2009: 279).  To begin with 

the lived body is to understand the physiological as always intertwined with, and an 

expression of, the body’s intentionality1; the concept that consciousness is always 

consciousness of something, and thus intentional – always directed towards 

something (Leder, 2001; Merleau-Ponty, 2001).  As such, women’s boxing 

experiences should be understood in the context of the person’s existential grasp of 

the world (Leder, 2001; Merleau Ponty, 1962).  In an attempt to capture something of 

the phenomenology of sporting activity I do not claim to represent a definitive 

account of a woman’s boxing body experience here, but this reflective inquiry aims to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Merleau-Ponty (2001) focuses on bodily intentionality - the body as an attitude directed towards an 
existing or potential task.  For him, intentionality, perception and action are fundamentally intertwined.  
See Allen-Collinson (2011) for examples of Merleau-Ponty’s existential approach and the concept of 
intentionality. 



express sensuous embodied being-in-the-world capturing some of the feeling that can 

motivate social criticism and political organisation (Young, 2005).  With a particular 

focus on feminist phenomenological approach, I aim to bring ideas of existential 

phenomenology to the analysis of women’s gender-specific experiences and sharpen 

the focus on corporeal embeddedness within cultural and social worlds (see Bartky, 

1990; Allen-Collinson, 2011; Young, 1998).  As Allen-Collinson (2011: 303) argues 

Feminist phenomenology is well-placed to provide a powerful analysis of 

women’s lived-body experience as both biologically specific and also situated 

within a particular historical social structure.  For feminist phenomenologists 

the ‘personal’ of phenomenology (first-person, subjective, experientially-

grounded) is fundamentally linked to the ‘political’ (located within wider 

social, political and ideological structures). 

Auto/ethnographic research that has focused on combative sports and martial arts 

include boxing (Wacquant, 1995, 2004), capoeira (Downey, 2005), mixed martial arts 

(Spencer, 2009; Paul and Steinlarge, 2014), mixed-sex (intersex touch) martial arts 

(Channon and Jennings, 2013) and forms of self-defence (e.g. Samudra, 2008) by 

drawing upon the rich and detailed sensory experiential aspects of physical practices 

in boxing through the reinvention of the sensuous body-self.  Firstly, I outline the 

research project. 

The research project 

 Since taking up boxing in August 2012, I maintained a detailed 

training/research log in a small, urban gym in the South-West of England and then 

continued in a new town in October 2012 at a small, leisure club in the English 

Midlands, where I trained for 3-4 hours per week with an aim to become a fully-

fledged member of a boxing club and to participate in a boxing fight night as a ‘test of 

experience’.  All coaches were male and in the leisure centre a few women came and 

went.  However, in more competitive situations, the majority of other boxers were 

men.  The methods of collection and analysis included keeping very detailed and 

critical field notes in personal logs and reflective journals (Sparkes and Smith, 2014).  

As both the author and the focus of the story at the intersection of the person and the 

cultural (Ellis, 2009), lived, corporeal experiences of boxing are portrayed through the 

use of vignettes and poems. 

 



“Because I am a woman, I must make unusual efforts to succeed. If I fail, no 

one will say, “She doesn’t have what it takes.” They will say, “Women don’t 

have what it takes.” (Clare Boothe Luce) 

 

Entering the fields 

 By engaging in an autoethnographic study of boxing as a woman, it may 

suggest to others that women are allowed to ‘do as we like’ and previously male-only 

spaces, such as boxing, are free from prejudices for women to enter and participate in.  

However, as Young argues, “women are not as free as we ought to be” (2005: 3).  

Indeed, “the body as lived is always layered with social and historical meaning and is 

not some primitive matter prior to or underlying economic and political relations or 

cultural meanings” (Young, 2005: 7).  Stepping into an all-male space with an aim to 

participate in a sport that is deeply gendered and embodies and exemplifies certain 

traditional narratives of manhood (e.g. ‘plebian, heterosexual and heroic’, Hargreaves, 

1997: 35) was done with caution.  For many women (perhaps those conforming more 

to traditional codes of heterosexual femininity), entrance into boxing gyms is not 

always guaranteed and stepping into boxing gyms and participating in boxing 

“involves negotiating various forms of discrimination, including harassment” 

(Halbert, 1997: 19) and enacting central performances of manhood (McCaughey, 

1997).  Furthermore, as Allen-Collinson and Owton (2014) state, “boxing-bodies need 

to be prepared to work hard to engage in intense embodiment experiences”; this is 

corporeal, mental and gendered. 

 

* * * * * * 

 

There are no signs outside this side of the old derelict building about whether 

this is the right place or not.  It looks more like an old brick warehouse but I wait and 

watch as various other cars start crowding into the tiny car park.  I watch through my 

rear view mirror as a big white van speeds in and pulls up alongside the building.  

Boys start accumulating around the door and a young lad gets out to open the small 

wooden door and take equipment in and out.  I sit there for a few more minutes 



watching from a distance and gauging the goings on.  A car pulls up next to me and a 

well-built man of 6foot gets out wearing a Royal Navy2 jumper. 

“Come on, son” he grunts. 

The hyper-masculine aura starts to make me nervous about entering into a 

predominantly male space.  Most of the guys attending are boys and young lads.  I 

take a slight refuge in my old martial arts ‘fighter’ senses and tell myself “it’s now or 

never”. 

I hang back for a second and hold my 7yr old daughter’s hand.  I’m not sure 

whether that’s for my safety or for hers.  The white stony walls give a cold rawness 

impression but it feels musty and moist.  I feel like I’m ‘intruding’. 

“Hiya” a man says smiling with his eyes.  He’s a bit shorter than me, stocky, 

shaved head, looks about 65kg and has a few tattoos on his arm.  He seems friendly. 

“Hi” I reply. “I called the number outside earlier and was told to come to this 

class.  I spoke to Mark?” 

“Oh right, well I’m Mark” he says, “You’re welcome to join in tonight if you 

don’t mind muckin’ in with the kids?  Or you can do the adults class in an hour?” 

“No I don’t mind” I say. 

“There’s a few older ones, so you can train with them” he says pointing. “Or 

there’s another woman coming to the adult’s class”. 

“OK, maybe I could do both?” I enquire, half hoping to impress them with 

how hard I want to train.  I feel I need to show that I can do more than I need to; that’s 

what it feels like being a woman in a predominantly male domain. 

“Yeah, yeah, course” he replies. “It’s £2.50 and you can pay weekly”. I hand 

over the cash. 

“Can I join in? Can I join in?” my daughter asks cheerfully. 

“Aha ha,” Mark laughs, “Nooooo, you have to be 10years old.  Hey, here you 

go, sit on this chair” Mark says handing her a chair as she scrambles up from the floor 

and sits on it.  I turn and see all the boxers skipping.  I watch the way they bounce as 

they skip fluidly with the rope occasionally catching at their feet.  The swishing of the 

ropes echo and blow through the moist air, occasionally snapping at their fancy feet; 

different rhythms, different speeds, different brisk sounds whip through air.  I watch 

one boxer’s footwork carefully; his feet cleverly hop from one foot to the other, as the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Royal Navy is the UK’s commando force and naval warfare service of the British Armed 
Forces. 



rope swings under and over.  Through the wind of the skipping, I can hear the radio 

blaring in the background in the corner from an old ghetto blaster fading in and out of 

signal.  There’s a blue and red boxing ring set up at the back. 

DRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR! 

A drill bell rings loudly and a short, slightly overweight man wearing a baggy 

t-shirt and shorts so his tattoos on his legs are visible, shouts, “Right, hang ya ropes 

up”.  Some of the parents and other adult boxers are stood about, loosening up or 

chatting round the edges where there are ‘old skool’ weight machines that look like 

they smell of old rusty iron.  One T-shirt covering a muscular male body frame from 

behind says: DOES MY BODY MAKE YOU LOOK FAT?  Mark turns to see me still 

standing by the doorway. 

 “OI! JIM!” Mark shouts pointing at me. “YOU GOT ANOTHA ONE ‘ERE!” 

 “WELL COME ON THEN” he rants. “You should’ve said earlier, you coulda 

warmed up with the rest - you’ve missed it now!” 

 Worried that I’ve been too polite, I run through the lines of boxers facing the 

mirrors and find a spot at the back.  My heart’s racing already.  I feel my sweat pores 

opening and taste the smell of salty perspiration signifying that I’m ready for a hard 

slog.  I get into a boxer’s stance like the rest of them careful not to bring my old 

martial arts guard into the boxing domain.  I’d prefer not to have to explain my past; 

this is the start of a new me, a new self. 

 “RIGHT! 3 minutes shadow work – OFF YA GO”.  As I start to bounce 

awkwardly, to sweat, to loosen, and feel my uneasy body merge into the space of 

shadowboxing.  I start to share this space of physicality along with the others and our 

bodies sweat, move, trying to sensually attune and box together.  I catch the instructor 

glance over to study the rhythm of my footwork and I sense something of my deep 

‘old self’ peak through. 

 

* * * * * * 

 

All aspects of boxing have to do with space – the ring, the gym, the stable, the 

corner, the dressing room, ringside and shadowboxing (Heiskanen, 2012).  This gym 

conformed to the implicit codes of masculinity that boxers subscribe to, as 

acknowledged in previous research (e.g. Fulton, 2011; Sudgen, 1996; Wacquant, 

2004; Woodward, 2008).  In these spaces, it seemed to provide important bonding 



strategies between fathers and sons which further assisted with a boys’ enculturation 

(Messner, 1992).  Furthermore, in research on women’s boxing by Lafferty and 

McKay (2004), the hegemonic masculinity in the boxing gym, was perpetuated in 

many ways.  However, not only does the female boxer enter a male-space in which a 

variety of strategies are used to perpetuate traditional narratives of what it is to ‘be a 

man’, the soundscape of auditory signals and smellscape of olfactory traces seem to 

become linked to masculine cultural values intensely embedded in boxing (Classen et 

al., 1994; Paul and Steinlage, 2014; Sparkes, 2009). 

I felt that I was actively ‘de-gendering’ boxing gyms as male-only spaces just 

by my mere presence.  As Heiskanen (2012: 29) highlights, “women boxers have 

complicated the established pugilistic social organisation by jumbling up the power 

dynamics of gendered bodies interacting in the sport’s everyday locations”.  And 

boxing presents sites for these multiple, often contradictory, gender contestations 

(Heiskanen, 2012).  Furthermore, the boxer’s body is central to her or his existence: 

physical prowess, day-to-day survival, identity formations, and being in the world 

(Heiskanen, 2012).  Not only was I contesting a male-only space, I was crossing and 

transcending gender role boundaries by conforming to codes and through bodily 

“investment” (c.f. Turner and Wainwright, 2003) that enabled and constructed the 

boxer identity and bodily investment which helped me cross this boundary (Krane, 

2001).  Therefore, I was also engaging in a new formation of identity; the creation of 

a new sensuous self formed by the embodied sounds, olfaction, rhythms of footwork 

and ‘heated’ intentionality of boxing.  I was becoming a boxer where I saw and felt 

my body change shape, my mind and my senses sharpen and attune.  

Phenomenologically speaking, this identity shift incorporated a corporeal 

transformation (Allen-Collinson and Owton, 2014). 

After re-locating to a new area, I re-started the process of finding a new place 

to box and found a club at the leisure centre.  I received the following email in 

response to my enquiry about boxing: 

“I understand you wanted to know about boxing classes.  I think you may 

mean the boxercise fitness classes?” 

Boxercise is a more socially acceptable form of exercise for the majority of women 

which is offered to women as a replacement reducing the risk of being hurt.  As the 

name suggests – box-ercise – the focus turns boxing into a form of exercise as 

opposed to combat.  Boxercise seems to align more with the way feminine bodily 



existence is more understood as inhibited intentionality, which simultaneously reaches 

toward a projected end with an “I can” and withholds its full bodily commitment to 

that end in a self-imposed “I cannot” (Young, 1980: 146).  Indeed, the woman 

projects actions merely as the possibilities of ‘someone’, and not truly her 

possibilities (Young, 1980).  Furthermore, engaging in boxercise may align with 

Hargreaves contention that such ‘non-combat boxing’ among upper middle-class 

women undermines women who box being taken seriously (1997: 45).   

Individuals who cross, traditional gender role stereotypes that sustain sexism 

and oppress women are considered anomalies, deviant (Bartky, 1990; Krane, 2001), 

or perhaps exceptional.  As Krane (2001) explains, engaging in active, powerful, 

assertive, and competitive movements (i.e. those necessary to be successful in sport) 

is considered masculine behaviour.  Many of the characteristics associated with 

participating in sport are often deemed antithetical to received norms of ‘femininity’ 

(Allen-Collinson and Owton, 2014).  Sports that require considerable physical 

strength, substantial body mass or muscularity, and those not traditionally open to 

females generally are socially constructed as masculine activities (Young, 1998) – 

such as boxing.  Therefore, boxing is still more socially acceptable for males, and still 

less so for females despite the recent changes in policy.  I wanted more of a ‘test of 

experience’ for my newly forming sensuous self; these tests involved transcending 

gender roles, developing acute sensory attunement and engaging in physical combat.   

Leisure Spaces 

The Leisure Centre in the Midlands falls into the category of what Elling and 

Janssens (2009) refer to as “mainstream clubs” wherein everyone, regardless of 

gender, race, ethnicity, or sexual orientation, may be allowed to join.  However, as 

Young (1980: 149) argues, “feminine existence lives in space as enclosed or 

confining, as having a dual structure and the feminine existence experiences herself as 

positioned in space”.  Indeed, Sparkes (2009) noted in a sensorial vignette that women 

are often absent at certain times (e.g. in the evenings) and in certain spaces (e.g. 

weights area) in a fitness centre where he encapsulates the essence of masculinity 

within the smellscape of the gym, thus showing how odours are invested with cultural 

values (Classen et al., 1994).  These cultural values seem to be similar between 

boxing which is a sport focusing on combative prowess, perpetuating hegemonic 

masculinity, and boxercise which is a form of exercise reinforcing appropriate forms 

of ‘emphasised femininity’ (c.f. Connell and Messerschmidt, 2005). 



During my time in the classes, quite a few (one once a week) women came to 

train (but not spar) and were sometimes subjected to subtle sexism and normalised 

ways of being objectified.  Initially, I kept relatively quiet and I kept quite a serious 

expression when I heard women getting ‘sexualised’.  Also, I was autonomous (e.g. I 

didn’t allow men to help me do my gloves up and I didn’t laugh along with the 

‘banter’).  They tested women and they tested me sometimes: 

“Ah, now that’s what I like to see” big Harry banters, “Two women 

hugging”.  We stop, roll our eyes, and laugh in slight disbelief.  I suddenly 

turn and pretend to ‘go for him’ with my fist raised and launching towards 

him. 

“Yeah, go on” he says, “Hit me on the chin, I deserve that” He holds 

his face out for me, tilting his chin out, taunting me.  I stop just in time, with 

my fist right up close to his face.   I stop, turn, laugh, shake my head and get 

back to our padwork.  He seems to acknowledge that he stepped over the line.   

But I hope he got the message that we’re not prepared to put up with that sort 

of sexualisation and blurring of lesbianism with boxing and the intimacy of 

touch. 

By focusing on working hard, being very fit, working on technique, taking a 

punch and showing self discipline, controlling emotions, not engaging with, or 

challenging sexist banter no matter how slight, using former embodied knowledge of 

martial arts, I tried to slowly change perceptions of women boxers with an aim to 

draw the focus away from sexualisation and more towards a woman’s “eyes, brow, 

jaw, and fists” (Tolchin, 2007: 188).  These accumulative ‘tests of experiences’ hoped 

to address, challenge and diminish sexism in the boxing classes and to challenge the 

masculinity-sport nexus status quo (Berg et al., 2014).  The following three short 

vignettes are drawn from my detailed field notes focusing on sensuous experiences of 

boxing as steps towards moving into the praxis stage of self-reinvention. 

 

* * * * * * 

 

“See you later Jim” Greg shouts as Jim and I walk out the door.  I don’t get a 

‘personal’ goodbye.  I still think they find me difficult to figure out and make sense of 

but I’m not going to compromise my feminist beliefs and behaviours in order to be 

accepted.  I think they find it hard to give me a compliment, or at least, that’s how it 



feels.  But then I find it hard to accept a compliment too.  I don’t give them much to 

feed off I suppose and perhaps they find it difficult to know how to treat me – or 

perhaps they don’t think much about this at all.  I’m just sussing it all out still. 

“That was fookin’ awesome” Jim turns and says to me again in the corridor. 

“Really?” I smile, raising my eyebrows. 

“Yeah” he nods, “You should’ve videoed dat fight. The way ya weaved under 

Sam’s hook was flippin’ brilliant, really good dat was. It looked really good” 

“Yeah?” I reply surprised, “Cheers”.  I glow with pride as I think back to the 

fight I just had where I am starting to manoeuvre my way around the ring and dodge, 

bob and weave round Sam’s punches.  He hit me through my guard a couple of times 

and I took it.  I did well, I was more mobile, my footwork was better and so were my 

reactions.  I took a few risks, but I was more active, and I was feeling my way, 

anticipating his moves and suddenly tonight things felt like they were coming together 

a bit more again.  I was boxing and I was getting back my specific “eye” needed to 

read the signs of attack3. 

 

* * * * * * 

 

I walk back into the class after having a really good, tough, explosive session  

in the ring. I really let myself go.  The snappy sounds of our gloves hitting the pads 

are so impactive and sharp when he’s meeting our punches.  It feels extremely 

satisfying. 

“You alright?” the new lary lad shouts across at me.  But I ignore him because 

I’ve already got his ‘card marked’ as someone with an obvious sense of insecurity 

about the fear of being ‘hit by a girl’.  He’s a ‘type’ which I can spot a mile off now.  I 

recognise the signs - the swagger, the loud bragging, the lack of eye contact, and the 

need to vocalise the exaggerated fear of having to spar me, a woman. 

“Is it all that…” he waves his arms around, flailing all over the place as if he’s 

fighting someone off.  I nod without looking over and carry on to get my water.  I 

intentionally turn my back to him as I open my bottle of water, trying to catch my 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Wacquant (2004: 87) refers to the specific ‘eye’ needed to “guess at my opponent’s attacks by reading 
the first signs of them in his eyes, the orientation of his shoulders, or the position of his hands and 
elbows. 



breath and recover.  I want to enjoy the feelings of satisfaction that are still flowing 

through me, through my sweat, my veins, my breath, my lungs. 

“Or was it less like a girl” he continues provokingly. 

I still try and ignore him and drink my water calmly as I try and recover, try 

and not let him remind me that ‘fighting like a girl’ is less valued.  I hate that he’s 

intruding on my enjoyment of feeling sweaty, fleshy, active, breathless, empowered, 

strong… It feels like he’s trying to demoralise my feelings of liberation after such a 

good session in the ring.  And now, I feel like he’s rushing and intruding on my 

recovery.  He’s trying to draw me back into an objectified space interrupting my 

humming, free, dripping space.  Instead my energy is spent resisting his petty need for 

attention, his efforts to ‘put me down’ and that pisses me off. 

We carry on working in partners and Greg suggests that I go with this guy.  

I’m ready for some more comments to come my way; he’s so predictable and doesn’t 

disappoint.  

“I’m worried that I’m gonna git hit!” he says, “I wouldn’t wanna git hit by a 

girl. Everyone’ll laff at me!” 

I’m still not sure whether he’s just completely ignorant or trying to wind me 

up.  I think before reacting and say, “I don’t think we allow that sort of sexism here”.  

(I intentionally say ‘we’). 

“Ah, na na na, I just mean that I don’t want you to hit me” he replies 

defensively “You know, you’re good”. 

“Na, I’m not gonna hit you, I’m here to help you” I say and I watch closely as he has 

to swallow my words which are aimed at educating him as opposed to attacking him.  

I heighten my defensive reactions with nifty footwork and active head movements.  

He’s easy to dodge and I side step and hook in the right side of the body a couple of 

times, jab, jab, and quickly pull away.  He puffs with heavy frustration and reasserts 

himself.  By the time he’s gathered his guard together I’ve gone in again, jab, jab, jab, 

jab, to the body and jumped to the other side jab.  I hear and feel another heavy 

frustrated breath from him.  I’m still wary of ‘attacking’ him; he could easily do 

damage like the ‘old boy’ did the other month.  The power from his ‘old boy’ punch 

felt fueled with sexism and misogyny; a flooding of historical women’s suffrage and 

oppression had hit me in that one punch saying ‘You shouldn’t be here’… that’s why 

it had hurt more. 

So this time, I’m careful. 



Tap! Tap! 

I want the guys to want to be able to hit me and fight me properly, but this guy 

is a beginner and I don’t want one of his unorthodox punches flying my way and 

catching me off guard.  I am careful to make sure I show him how to ‘be’ here and 

how to develop boxing etiquette no matter what gender he’s fighting. 

“You need to be going forward mate” Greg says coming over to give him 

some guidance. 

“Well, I don’t really like hitting girls” he says sheepishly. 

“Don’t say that mate!” Greg replies cautiously, “She’ll beat you up if you say 

that to her!” he says gesturing a nod at me. 

 

* * * * * * 

 

As Sam and I move around the ring, he lays a flurry of hard punches at me 

fast. Today I make my first fatal mistake and get punished for it.  Sam throws a jab, I 

dodge and jab back and as I bring my right over to follow, I feel a solid thump out of 

nowhere.  It knocks me sideways hard and I feel a sudden shooting pain race up the 

back of the right side of my neck.  There’s a groan from the guys watching as they 

have seen and felt the pain from the force of the blow.  I have to stop as I sway a little. 

I feel my face screw up tight in pain.  It feels like whip lash.  We both stop. 

“Right come ‘ere” Greg commands after a few seconds, “Let’s have a look at 

yer” 

I walk over to the side of the ring where he is stood leaning over the ropes in 

the corner. 

“You OK?” he asks pragmatically. 

“Uh huh” I nod. 

“Well, you know why that happened?” he asks as he gets into a stance and re-

plays what I did wrong, “When you went in to hit him, you dropped your other hand 

so as you went in it was double impact.” He claps his fists together. 

“You wanna carry on?” Greg asks. 

I nod determinately and go back to face Sam.  He stands there waiting quietly 

with his arms down by his side.  I loosen my neck off a bit, shake it off and we start 

again.  I feel extra vigilant.  We tap gloves in acknowledgement before we start again.  

I immediately keep my guard in close, in tight.  I tuck my elbows in and tuck my head 



in.  I still throw some jabs, punches and hooks, but it’s neater and I’m not exposing 

myself.  It makes a difference, I feel more protected and more in control from the fear 

that’s driving me of being hit like that again.  My proprioception is triggered and 

heightened as my multiple senses are intensely ‘switched on’. 

At the end of the session, Greg calls out to us, “See ya later lads!” and as I 

walk by he adds, “Oh and girls!” 

“Naaaaa” Jim says. The other lads turn, smirk, and join in as Jim puts his arm 

roughly round me, “She’s one of the lads!” 

 

* * * * * * 

 

Here I provide a mixture of mixed-sex boxing experiences and interactions some of 

which echo Paradis’ (2012) feminine masculinity as an indicator of pugilistic capital 

and her interactions that centre around the way ambiguity of gender and sexuality that 

may be perceived as a greater challenge to male domination (Messner, 1992).  By 

being and feeling more accepted and supported without compromising my feminist 

beliefs, I felt more able to stand up against some of the men who felt threatened by me 

just because I was a woman.  This was particularly so with new men who entered the 

club; beginners who lacked combat or boxing experience which has been found in 

other research (e.g. Channon and Jennings, 2013).  Similarly, some of the women in 

Channon and Jennings’ (2013) research also spoke of actively attempting to change 

men and women’s perceptions of female capabilities.  Hargreaves (1986) argues that 

the body is the site on which many of the battles of class, race and gender are fought.  

Turner and Wainwright (2003: 274) refer to physical capital as “the prestige flowing 

from bodily “investments.””  Such physical capital appears to be central in developing 

a new boxing self which also challenges female capabilities. 	  As previous research 

reports (Channon and Jennings, 2013; Halbert, 1997), female boxers have 

encountered serious and potentially dangerous harassment particularly by 

inexperienced boxers, but often some managers, trainers or other male boxers defend 

them and change in attitude is dependent on the proof of ability.  Halbert (1997) 

argues that a woman may prove herself to be a serious boxer through eagerness to 

learn and working hard or by boxing ability.  As I entered further into the field, I 

wanted more of a challenge for my newly forming body-self.  I sign up for the boxing 

fight night which the first vignette highlights.  This involved going to another boxing 



gym with a room full of male beginners; not only was I subjecting my newly forming 

sensuous boxing body-self to a boxing match, but the ultimate ‘test of experience’ 

also included transcending gender norms, earning respect, raising intensity, contesting 

feminine conformity, heightening my senses, physical capital, and exploring sensorial 

amalgamation of coexisting mixed-sex partnerships and experiences in boxing. 

 

 

* * * * * * 

Nothing compares to that feeling of getting into a ring, in front of hundreds 

and hundreds of people, and knowing that when the bell goes, it’s just you in 

there, fighting for yourself. That teaches you a lot about confidence. (Nicola 

Adams, cited in Hubbard, 2012, para 3) 

 

Fight night 

The ‘test of experience’ for my newly formed self; my first exhibition fight, 

Training; tough, hard, graft of disciplined, determined preparation, 

Ready, controlled and confident to perform to the roused impressive crowd awaiting 

Integrated this way of life; something significant 

             for me. 

  

Smartly dressed men coded in ‘black tie’ disguising their brute muscular existences 

Embedded cultures of prescribing brawny hegemonic masculinity 

Dazzling ladies scattered and sparkling around the venue 

Echoes of women inhibiting freedom to express personality. 

  

Reeking chamber of sweaty hazy marked bodies, 

Fleshy breath of inter-corporeal inhalation of inter-connectedness 

Boxing communities bond through the stench of hand wraps, embracing supremacy 

Private earphones, loud speakers; deafened by music pounding the beats of 

fearlessness 

  

The only 2 women fighting; breeching habitual feminine conformity, 

Free play of just ‘being’; encouragement of risk and liberty, 

Opening possibilities; pressure building, atmosphere buzzing, 



Waiting, waiting, waiting; feeling empowered, feeling edgy. 

  

Rubbing shoulders with opponents; acting tough and psychological game-plays 

Reliving something from the past; creating new memories, new meanings 

Warming, preparing, shadow boxing, loosening… 

 

It’s time; I’m next. 

  

Following the slinky feminine woman through the dark crowds of bustling cheers 

Public Enemy music pumping, “Harder than you think” Rappin’ 

Weighted with adrenaline; blinded and blinkered by anxiety 

In the red corner; blood sweat and tears. 

  

My opponent follows; the blue corner, fit and hard looking, 

“Are you readyyyyyyyy for some female boxinnnnnng?” 

Round one, touching gloves. Ting Ting! 

“Ah, now this is proper boxing ladies and gents, this is boxing! 

  

Spectacle; we’re giving the crowd a good show 

Testin, testin, working the jab, sussing the reactive consequence 

Shuffling back and fro; female pugilist boxing 

Gasping for breath; sucking for air, for strength, gasping for oxygen 

  

Round two, she goes for me, blasting, pow, pow, THUMP! 

I felt that one; feeling the punches pelting my skull, pounding sensations 

More gasps; searching for more air, WALLOP! 

SLOSH! I feel beating brain vibrations. 

  

Round three, ting ting! 

I make a come back, pow, pow, pow bombarding bodily blows 

WHACK! Hooking to the head, just keep moving, keep attacking 

Gasping for more breath; lungs collapsing, ting ting, 

hugging. 

  



Seeking a final momentary refuge in the corner, 

Have I done enough? 

  

The referee, taking centre stage, tension building, 

grabs both our hands, both breathing exhaustively 

He raises my arm as I smile and collapse in deep relief 

This ‘test of experience’ was worth all the grief. 

  

Receiving loud social validation from the uplifting crowd, 

Heartily received by women and men enthusiastically 

Respect - that was awesome! 

            Well done, fight of the night, fight of the night! 

Unbowed. 

  

My newly unified self; merging her-storical embodied memories 

Succeeded through intense emotion work, gruelling multidisciplinary sensory, 

“Would you do it again?” 

Poetry in motion; hmmm, maybe. 

  

Public boxing challenge; worth the painful transformation 

Resisting sexualisation; focusing on protection, commeraderisation 

Conviction; Quest for excitement, stubborn determination 

Slowly feeling the way, boxing the way into a self-reinvention. 

 

Closing points 

Mixed-sex sport is a dynamic factor of physicality in the establishment of 

embodiment and the bodily senses are central in the ways that are used to represent 

the social identity of the individual which can be shaped and influenced through 

participation in sport (Channon and Jennings, 2013; Fulton, 2011).  Moreover, the 

bodily senses are crucial to developing a boxing social identity (Wacquant, 2004) and 

through mixed-sex interactions in boxing, sensorial dimensions (e.g. odours) are 

invested with cultural values that can be far more complex and gendered (Classen et 

al., 1994; Sparkes, 2009).   Through intense engagement and return to the senses 

moving through the stage of provisionality to praxis (Athens, 1995), this 



autoethnography offers a greater understanding of female sporting embodiment with 

an aim to generate potent insights to the female boxing experiences as “lived and felt 

in the flesh” (Young, 2005: 7) whilst cultivating a sensuous self by sharpening 

awareness of all the senses (Gammel, 2012). 

Whilst this account shows conformity to a ‘sporting ethic’ (c.f. Berg et al., 

2014), I show a few ways of resisting some implicit codes embedded in the sport-

masculinity nexus as well as recognising the male coaches and more experienced 

male boxers’ acceptance to women’s boxing.  Furthermore, as McCaughey (1997: 

178) notes on physical feminism more generally 

As women embrace their power to thwart assaults and interrupt a script of 

feminine vulnerability and availability, they challenge the invulnerability and 

entitlement of men and, by extension, the inevitability of men’s violence and 

women’s victimisation. 

By providing ‘fleshy’ realities of the moving, sweating, sensuous sporting body, and 

feminist physicality which holds meanings, tensions, purposes and interests for 

women who box, this chapter aspires to add to the embodied literature by centering on 

reinventing a woman’s sensuous boxing body-self through the detailed lens of a 

‘sensorium of boxing’ in the vignettes and poems that evolve through Frank’s (1995) 

Quest automythology narrative subtype. 
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